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Discrimination Stressors 

Definition 

Discrimination stressors occur when people cannot access important resources due 

to socially-accepted biases of dominant people. The foundation of discrimination 

stressors is dominant people controlling access to important resources and other 

people having to submit to the demands of dominant people in order to access those 

resources. Often, preset criteria determine the people who can access important 

resources and people who can enter into the dominant class of people. However, 

discriminated people often agree with the existence of dominant groups, often agree 

with many of the practices of dominant groups and often agree with the practice of 

submitting the self to dominant people in order to attain personal goals. For 

example, personal goals include earning a salary in order to access important 

resources for survival and pleasures. In these situations, employees willingly 

submit to corporate leaders in order for their own organization to succeed so they 

can receive their salaries. In another example, personal goals include contributing 

to stable communities which provide important resources. People contribute to 

stable communities by voting for government officials. In these situations, citizens 

willingly submit to the laws of politicians in order to maintain stable social 

surroundings with important resources. In other words, people are willing to 

subordinate the self to dominant people in return for social rewards like 

employment with adequate salaries and stable communities with important 

resources.  

In fact, acceptance of dominant practices by discriminated citizens displays a stark 

difference between discrimination stressors and mistreatment stressors – 

discriminated people actually approve of submitting to the dominant while 

mistreated people do not. With discrimination, most citizens, even the 

discriminated, consider domination as having personal and social utility. The 
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discriminated accept the concept that the demands of the dominant must be met 

and that their laws must be followed in order to allow access to important resources 

and social stability. Discrimination begins with acceptance of domination.   

Humans have been successful in creating large complex cities and still enable 

individual citizens to access important resources and live in stable communities. 

Modern humans do not access resources directly from the planet alone in natural 

settings. Instead, they work in specific social systems in urban settings to gain 

salaries in their pursuit to purchase important resources. Modern communities are 

made up of abstract social systems which house employees. These social systems 

are abstract in nature because people form into groups in order to advance group 

goals but the group goals are actually separate from the life goals of its individual 

members. For example, group success is measured in attaining sales targets with 

company profits while individual success is measured in salaries with access to 

important resources. However, success of the abstract social system is a 

prerequisite for individual members to achieve their personal goals. Existence of 

abstract social systems allows complex communities to provide pathways for 

citizens to indirectly access their important resources.  

Modern abstract social systems tend to favor superior-subordinate relationships 

and form into hierarchical structures. The main advantage of these relationships 

and structures is group leaders with the ability to co-ordinate the activities of large 

numbers of people for the purpose of attaining group success like corporate profits 

and stable communities. However, for most people, these profits and social 

successes are middle steps to access their important resources. That is, these 

common middle steps offer common types of citizen relationships and common types 

of organizational structures. People use these common social practices as guides to 

create their own personal life goals and life plans. Specifically, people use common 

relationships and common systems to create pathways to reach personal goals 

related to survival and pleasures. Many of these pathways require individuals to 
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enter an organization, to relate to group members and to develop common aims with 

those fellow group members. These common aims improve probability of group 

success but with the ultimate aim of individuals attaining their own personal goals. 

In other words, social groups, hierarchical structures, leaders, followers and 

common aims improve the probabilities of group success which leads to individual 

citizens attaining their personal goals. So, in complex communities, individual 

citizens are able to survive and gain pleasures with social rewards when they 

submit the self to group leaders and focus on group success. 

Unfortunately, hierarchical social structures filled with individuals focused on 

group success validate both domination in the community and limitations to the 

communal rule of citizen independence. People submit to the demands of the 

dominant and inhibit self-expression in order to survive and gain pleasures. People 

do not have direct access to important resources and, so, they need salaries, social 

stability and reliable supply chains in order to access important resources. Salaries 

are provided by profitable abstract social systems, access to important resources 

relies on supply chains and social stability is brought about by citizens following the 

decisions of politicians. In the end, people survive in modern communities by 

submitting to the demands of dominant people, by co-operating with others within 

hierarchically-structured social systems while, at the same time, limiting self-

expression to opinions that contribute to group success. In other words, survival 

strategies in modern urban settings require people to perform to the expectations of 

their leaders and to restrict their preferred behaviours and opinions. 

Actually, one may argue that people approve of the connections between submission 

to dominant people and both their access to important resources and social stability. 

People approve of living in urban settings rather than rural settings. They approve 

of the connections between corporate success and the generation of salaries for 

employees. They approve of connections between political leadership and benefits of 

social stability. They approve of the concept of leaders and followers for the purpose 
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of maintaining cohesive groups to gain group success. They approve of the 

corresponding salary increases for leaders due to their increased responsibility for 

organizational and social success. They approve of restricting self-expression, of 

following orders and of contributing to organizational success for the sake of gaining 

social rewards like salaries and access to reliable resource supply chains. In sum, 

people approve of their subservience to other people and of their limited 

opportunities to express personally-preferred actions and opinions. 

Due to these modern-day personal approvals, people demonstrate consent for both 

community domination and restrictions to communal rule of citizen independence. 

However, domination may be almost undetectable and consent almost unnoticeable. 

Domination is almost undetectable because submission to dominant groups is part 

of modern-day social surroundings from birth and contributes greatly to people’s 

access to important resources in urban settings. Moreover, people encourage loved 

ones to survive with employment, to submit to leaders and to contribute to 

organizational success. From these social surroundings people create personal life 

goals of employment, of organizational leadership, of great salaries and of 

membership in dominant community groups. These personal life goals are felt as 

voluntary because of social surroundings. To achieve these voluntarily goals, people 

willingly follow the expectations of the dominant and willingly accept the 

restrictions of personal thought. In fact, alternative lifestyles are rarely 

contemplated because contemporary modern culture appears right, good and even 

natural. So, domination and self-imposed restrictions to citizen independence are 

willingly, possibly unknowingly, given consent by the general populations.     

As a result of citizen consent of contemporary social practices social goals develop. 

On the whole, social goals reflect the approvals, the consent and the motives of the 

general population of the community. Of course, modern social goals do not include 

access to important resources via direct relations with planet Earth because citizens 

prefer urban settings, organizational life, salaries and purchases. Consequently, 
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modern social goals include creating employment opportunities, promoting economic 

activity, improving technology and increasing the efficiency of delivering resources 

to the community. To achieve these modern social goals, the community needs large 

hierarchical social systems which, of course, house superior-subordinate 

relationships. These organizations deliver important resources to the community, 

provide salaried employment to citizens, allow citizens to purchase their important 

resources and, as a result, assist in maintaining social stability with social cohesion. 

In other words, modern social goals fulfill the demands of the people, namely, to 

indirectly access important resources without the need to directly relate to the 

planet. On the other hand, to fulfill these social goals, people consent to both 

submitting the self to dominant groups of people and limiting the communal rule of 

citizen independence. Therefore, modern social goals promote abstract social 

systems with superior-subordinate relations because these systems allow citizens to 

reach their personal goals. 

In sum, people approve of modern social goals because accessing important 

resources by gaining salaries from employment is preferred, well-reasoned and 

voluntary. Firstly, modern social goals are preferred when indirect behaviours like 

employment duties and subsequent leadership responsibilities within organizations 

are considered progressive and sophisticated while direct interactions with the 

planet are considered old-fashion and unsophisticated.  Secondly, modern social 

goals are well-reasoned when arguments begin with the premise that people should 

gain salaries in order to purchase important resources instead of beginning with the 

premise that all people have a human right to access important resources. Finally, 

modern social goals appear voluntary when arguments focus on the availability of 

the great number of employment opportunities while ignoring the fact that 

employment is a mandatory prerequisite for survival for most people. So, when 

people ignore the foundation of their preferences, ignore the premise of human 

rights, ignore the mandatory necessity of gaining finances to survive and ignore the 
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obligation of submitting the self to others for survival then arguments for modern 

social goals appear quite logical. 

To oppose modern social goals, one could argue that modern social goals, in fact, 

promote two types of discrimination. “Primary discrimination” affects every citizen 

in the community. The focus of primary discrimination is that social goals, for 

example salaried employment to survive, should be available to every single citizen. 

When this does not happen then basic human rights abuses occur. This kind of 

discrimination describes social goals themselves as being unacceptable social 

obstacles when even one person cannot take advantage of them to survive. 

“Secondary discrimination” affects sections of the community. The focus of 

secondary discrimination is when specific groups in the community have extra 

social obstacles to overcome in order to take advantage of social goals. An example 

of secondary discrimination is the use of biased employment criteria. This kind of 

discrimination describes the biased application of social goals by dominant people as 

discriminatory because it forces sections of the community to overcome additional 

social challenges to survive. In sum, with primary discrimination all people are 

affected by social obstacles while with secondary discrimination sections of the 

community gain extra social obstacles. However, of special interest, generally, 

discriminated citizens approve of the social goals and the existence of dominant 

groups. So, even though individuals approve of social goals those same individuals 

may still become victims of discrimination. 

To illustrate this argument in the context of modern times, primary discrimination 

occurs when any person who does not have paid employment is unable to access 

important resources while secondary discrimination occurs when employment 

opportunities favor sections of the community. The focus of primary discrimination 

in modern times is on the social goal of creating employment opportunities so 

citizens can gain financial strength in order to access their important resources. The 

social goal of employment, itself, causes discrimination because these goals connect 
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accessing money to accessing important resources. In essence, any person without 

paid employment lacks access to important resources. The main argument against 

primary discrimination is that if paid employment is mandatory to access important 

resources, then every single citizen should have access to employment with 

adequate salaries. In contrast, the focus of secondary discrimination is the biased 

sets of rules to gain employment. When employment opportunities favor certain 

sections of the community, then the non-favored sections face extra social 

challenges to access important resources. Secondary discrimination is based on the 

biased application of social goals by dominant groups. However, these discriminated 

people often approve of both the modern social goals of paid employment, the use of 

money and the submission of the self to dominant groups in order to access 

important resources. In other words, in modern times, primary discrimination 

focuses on the social goal of employment, itself, while secondary discrimination 

focuses of the bias application of employment opportunities. 

Generally, primary discrimination begins with social goals being the foundation of 

reception of important resources. One argues that if social goals exist, then all 

people should have access to those social goals in order for all people to acquire 

important resources. The premise of this argument is that all people have a human 

right to access important resources and no person-made rule, no middle step, no 

social goal, should interfere with that human right. Of course, people could argue 

mistreatment if they do not agree with the social goals. In other words, with 

primary discrimination, it matters not that social goals are widely accepted, it 

matters that no person is disadvantaged by social goals. With primary 

discrimination, social goals are questioned when any person cannot take advantage 

of their human right to access important resources. 

Moreover, secondary discrimination exists when the application of social goals is 

biased against certain community groups. Access to social goals is restricted to 

sections of the community due to certain group characteristics like genetics, 
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abilities or psychological principles. The premise of the argument is that the 

application of social goals limits access to social rewards for certain groups of 

people. In the context of modern times, secondary discrimination refers to biased 

application of employment criteria, promotion benchmarks, salaries and educational 

opportunities. In other words, social goals are manipulated by dominant people to 

favor their own social group. With secondary discrimination, the manipulation of 

social goals, not the social goals themselves, is the focus of argument. 

In practice, primary discrimination is almost unseen while secondary 

discrimination is seen only by sections of the community. An interesting aspect of 

primary discrimination is that most people are oblivious to this type of 

discrimination. Citizens accept the concept of being dominated because they spend 

most of their lives in subservient roles. Citizens base their lifestyle choices on social 

goals of the day, on acceptance of submission to leaders, on acceptance of money to 

survive and on acceptance of entering successful organizations to gain money but 

also on the ignorance of the human right of every single citizen to access important 

resources. Employment, salaries and purchases, rather than the human rights of all 

people to access important resources, is the foundation of modern lifestyles. Primary 

discrimination is difficult to uncover because domination has become an entrenched 

feature of modern life. 

Conversely, an interesting aspect of secondary discrimination is the acceptance of 

domination by the discriminated. These discriminated people often acknowledge the 

concept that domination is right, good and natural. They accept the connection 

between access to money and access to important resources. They accept the social 

goal of salaried employment to purchase important resources. They accept that 

politicians make laws to maintain social stability. They also accept the existence of 

superiors and their higher salaries because superiors have to direct the activities of 

the organizations in order for their particular organization to succeed. In other 

words, discriminated people do not argue for human rights and do not even argue 
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against social goals and the subsequent domination. Instead they argue against the 

biased criteria that lead to specific groups in the community to lack opportunities to 

both perform socially-acceptable behaviours and enter into dominant groups. 

Secondary discrimination accepts domination but does not accept lack of access into 

dominant groups due to irrelevant criteria.  

To reinforce the concepts of primary and secondary discrimination consider the 

following scenario: once the discriminated enter dominant groups they willingly 

reinforce the priorities and practices of domination. For example, in the past most 

company executives were white males. These people prioritized corporate earnings, 

high salaries and control of employees rather than environmental and social 

concerns. Nowadays, women and black people have joined these dominant groups 

and they also assume these same priorities and practices. This demonstrates that 

the inability to be employed or to enter dominant groups, not the priorities or 

practices of dominant groups, is the root of discrimination arguments in modern 

times. People accept the priorities and practices of dominant groups, but sections of 

the community do not accept their lack of opportunities to enter dominant groups. 

To further reinforce the argument that people accept primary discrimination, 

consider the notion that modern day anti-discrimination arguments reinforce and 

strengthen the social acceptance of domination. The discriminated do not argue that 

every single person in the community has a human right to access sufficient 

survival and pleasure resources. They do not even argue mistreatment. Instead, 

they argue for equality of opportunities to be employed and to enter dominant 

community groups. The consequence of their argument is that people can be barred 

from social systems, not be given adequate education and can be dominated by 

other people but that these consequences should not be based on biased criteria. 

The object of modern arguments against discrimination is not the assessment of 

domination but rather the equal opportunities to dominate communities. In other 
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words, modern day arguments against discrimination ignore basic human rights 

and protect the existence of dominant groups in the community. 

Therefore, discrimination stressors begin with both the social approval of 

domination and the ignorance of the human right of all people to access important 

resources. Essentially, most people in modern times accept both the existence of 

dominant groups in their communities and the limited scope of the communal rule 

of citizen independence. This is seen in people’s willingness to restrict behaviours to 

the expectations of corporate and political leaders for the main reasons of 

contributing to both successful companies and stable communities. These behaviour 

restrictions reward citizens with salaries and reliable access to important resources. 

In fact, modern life plans often include participation in hierarchically-structured 

organizations, submission to organizational leaders, accumulation of money and 

contribution to corporate success all for the purpose of attaining modern life goals of 

gaining salaries in order to survive in urban settings. Due to these citizen priorities, 

modern social goals promote employment opportunities and organizational success 

for the purpose of providing citizens with both opportunities to accumulate funds 

and access to important resources. Any disruptions to contemporary social goals 

bring to citizens fear and insecurities due to the potential lack of salaries and 

potential lack of access to important resources. However, major consequences of 

modern social goals are community leaders with explicit influence on the behaviours 

of individual citizens, individual citizens with limited opportunities to express the 

true self and violations of the human right of people to access important resources.  

Unfortunately, modern social goals bring about two types of discrimination.  

 ‘Primary discrimination’ assesses social goals with respect to the human right 

of people to access important resources. This type of discrimination occurs 

when people, even one single person, cannot access important resources due 

to social goals. In modern times, primary discrimination occurs because social 
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goals sanction access to important resources being biased toward people who 

accumulate monetary wealth. When people cannot gain salaried employment 

they cannot access important resources. However, people do not usually 

argue from the viewpoint of human rights abuses or mistreatment. Instead, 

they argue from the viewpoint of access to employment opportunities because 

they accept that money is important for access to important resources. This 

argument strengthens the need to enter corporations, to follow the 

expectations of other people and to accumulate finances just to survive.  

 ‘Secondary discrimination’ assesses the biased application of social goals. 

This type of discrimination occurs when social goals favor sections of the 

community. In modern times, secondary discrimination occurs when sections 

of the community gain favor in the quest for salaried employment. However, 

modern anti-discrimination arguments usually accept contemporary social 

goals but not the biased application of those goals. In other words, modern 

anti-discrimination arguments accept the concept of gaining salaried 

employment in leader-subordinate hierarchical social structures but, 

unfortunately, ignore assessment of this type of survival from the standpoint 

of the human right of all people to access adequate levels of important 

resources throughout their lives.  

Both of these types of discrimination strengthen the practice of gaining salaried 

employment to survive, reinforce the expectation of submitting the self to other 

people and ignore the human right of every citizen to access adequate levels of 

important resources. With these arguments and ignorance domination is 

strengthened, submitting the self to dominant groups is approved and 

discrimination continues.  


